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Fluorescence quantum yield of CdSe ÕZnS nanocrystals investigated
by correlated atomic-force and single-particle fluorescence microscopy
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The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904, Israel
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Correlated atomic-force and fluorescence microscopy are used to study single-particle versus
ensemble fluorescence quantum yields~QY! of semiconductor nanocrystals by measuring a
simultaneous map of the topography and the single-particle fluorescence. CdSe/ZnS nanocrystal
quantum dots and quantum rods with high QY were investigated. A significant portion of dark
particles is detected. Comparison with the ensemble solution QY shows that samples with higher
QY have a larger fraction of bright particles accompanied by an increased single-particle QY.
Saturated emission from single nanocrystals could not be detected because of particle darkening
under high-power excitation. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1482785#
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The emission tunability via the quantum-confinement
fect of semiconductor nanocrystals renders them usefu
chromophores for a wide range of applications from biolo
cal fluorescent markers1,2 to light-emitting diodes3,4 and as
laser materials.5,6 Fluorescence quantum yields~QYs! in the
range of 10%–50% can be achieved and used adva
geously in such applications, covering the visible to t
near-IR spectral range by control of particle composition a
size.7–10 The high QY is obtained by growing a shell of
high-band-gap semiconductor on the core, a rather com
although well-studied process. In this process differ
sources of inhomogeneity, such as variations in size of b
core and shell and incomplete shell growth, give rise to d
ferences between particles in a given preparation. Here
use a correlated atomic-force and fluorescence microsc
method to investigate whether the quantum yield of su
samples is limited by single-particle properties or whethe
arises from a fraction of bright emitters. Such information
important for the further understanding of nanocrystal p
tophysical properties as well as for their further developm
as useful and reliable bright chromophores. This is of p
ticular relevance to future applications utilizing fluorescen
of single particles, for example, in DNA sequencing.1

The importance of single-particle fluorescence stud
for understanding the photophysics of semiconductor nan
rystals has been demonstrated in numerous studies, reve
phenomena such as fluorescence blinking and spe
wandering.11–17 However, these single-particle studies ha
been mostly limited to probing the optical characteristics a
are, therefore, blind to dark particles. Buratto and co-work
previously measured the fluorescence and shear-force im
for porous-silicon samples,18 and although the measuremen
were not taken in a correlated fashion, they could concl
that the ensemble QYs of 1%–10% was attributed to a sm
fraction of bright particles. We address the issue of fluor
cence QY in single CdSe quantum dots and quantum rod
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determining the ratio of emitting versus the total number
particles in a given sample. Unlike previous studies, we
lize a method of simultaneous, correlated atomic-force
croscopy~AFM! and scanning fluorescence microscopy
determine the number of emitting particles within an e
semble. This directly detects whether a specific particle
bright or dark. Cases where more than one particle or part
aggregates are detected by AFM can be ignored, and thu
method enables reliable analysis of the correlated sin
particle fluorescence image. Furthermore, using the A
probe, it is possible to determine the particle size. These
are compared to the QY measured in the ensemble solu

We investigated CdSe nanocrystals, a highly synth
cally developed model system for the investigation of se
conductor nanocrystal photophysics. Four different samp
of CdSe nanocrystals with different QYs and emission in
range of 575–600 nm~see Table I for a summary of th
sample properties and the QYs! were studied. Samples A–C
are nearly spherical CdSe/ZnS core/shell nanocrystal qu
tum dots~QDs! prepared by the established methods of c
loidal nanocrystal synthesis utilizing high-temperature p
rolysis of organometallic precursors in coordinatin
solvents.8,9 Samples B and C are capped by trioctylpho
phine oxide~TOPO!, and the difference in their QYs reflect
variation of synthesis conditions in these two cases. Sam
A is capped by a mixture of TOPO and hexadecyl am
~HDA!, a combination that yields the highest QY. For sam

il:

TABLE I. Summary of the results for the four samples studied. Samp
A–C are spherical CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, with average core diamete
3, 3, and 3.5 nm, respectively, with a nominal ZnS shell thickness of;1.5
ML. Sample D is a CdSe/ZnS quantum-rod sample with total average
ameter of 4 nm and average length of 25 nm.

Sample
QY in

solution
Bright/total

particles

Average QY
for emitting

particles

A 48% 38/75 51% 94%
B 32% 84/194 43% 74%
C 18% 45/135 33% 55%
D 12% 35/110 32% 37%
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. ~A! Schematic of the experimental setup for correlated AFM and single-particle fluorescence measurements.~B! and~C! are correlated fluorescenc
~B! and height~C! images measured for sample C. The circles mark bright particles, while the dashed circle indicates a case where two particles cor
the same fluorescence spot. The elongated appearance of the particles in the AFM image is due to a tip artifact.
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D we used the recently developed shape con
mechanism19 to prepare a CdSe/ZnS quantum-rod sam
with average dimensions of 2534 nm.6 We specifically
chose these four samples as they cover a wide range o
lution QYs from medium~12%! to high ~;50%!. For the
single-nanocrystal measurements, an extremely dilute s
tion of each sample was spin cast on a glass coverslip. S
cial effort was required in preparing suitable substrates
have no fluorescence background while maintaining surf
flatness required for the AFM studies.20

The setup for simultaneous AFM topography and flu
rescence measurements is shown schematically in Fig.~a!.
A commercial AFM ~DI bioscope! was mounted on an in
verted optical microscope~Zeiss axiovert!. The AFM visible
laser diode was replaced by a near-IR laser diode to a
optical interference in the fluorescence image. The sam
were excited by an Ar-ion laser using the 514.5 nm line t
was circularly polarized and focused to a diffraction-limit
spot through a high-numerical-aperture~NA51.4! oil im-
mersion objective. As a first step towards correlated m
surement of the sample, the AFM tip is scanned over
excitation spot. The scattered laser light is collected with
same objective and directed to an avalanche photodiod
distinct signal maxima is revealed as the tip passes over
laser spot allowing for the precise positioning of the AFM
in the center of the illumination spot. After alignment of th
tip, a piezoelectric stage~Nanonics flatscanner! located be-
tween the microscope objective and the AFM tip, ras
scans the substrate over the excitation spot and both fluo
cence and height signals are collected pixel by pixel to cre
correlated simultaneous photon and height images of
same area.

Figure 1~b! ~fluorescence intensity! and Fig. 1~c! ~AFM
height, in tapping mode! present a typical correlated scan f
sample C. The lateral sizes of the features in the height s
are significantly smaller than the corresponding diffractio
limited fluorescence spots, but are larger than the;4 nm
dimension of the nanocrystals due to the tip convolution
fect. The height does not involve convolution and, therefo
provides a more accurate measure of the particle size.
fluorescence spots exhibit streaks corresponding to the
off blinking behavior of the particle luminescence.11 In the
correlated images we can identify bright particles~marked by
circles! and dark particles. The dashed circle presents a c
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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where two particles correlate with the same fluoresce
spot. Therefore, correlated scans provide a means to sc
the optical data to cases where strictly single particles
observed. We note that the possibility of perturbation of
fluorescence by the tip will not have a significant effect
the results. This is so because the emission is detected in
far field over a large range of tip–particle distances, wh
the perturbation of the fluorescence by the tip is a near-fi
process active only at short tip–particle distances.

Similar scans were collected for statistically significa
numbers of particles for each of the samples. The use
circular polarized excitation eliminates orientational effe
in the particle absorption. To reduce the possibility that p
tentially bright particles were in a dark period during a sca
low-light powers were used~0.15 kW/cm2! reducing the
blinking, and repetitive scans of the same area were
formed. Particles were considered as bright if they exhibi
even very partial fluorescence above the background le
~.1 kcps! in any of their images. This is a reasonab
method of analysis as the blinking process is not an imp
tant phenomenon in the low-light-level regime used in e
semble solution QY measurements. Few cases were id
fied where a fluorescence spot did not have a correspon
AFM feature and were not taken into account. Cases wh
more than one particle occupied the region of the fluor
cence spot were also ignored, but with the high dilution us
in our samples these were not common.

The ratio between the bright and total number of p
ticles for the four samples is summarized in Table I. Usi
this ratio and the solution QY, a value for the average sing
particle QY can be easily extracted. Both the ratio and
single-particle QY increase for samples with the higher
lution QY, as is presented in Fig. 2. The rod-shaped sam
~D!, follows the same trend. In molecules one may expec
uniform average single-molecule QY, while for the nanocry
tals, variation in composition, defects, and surface imperf
tions lead to a distribution of single-particle QYs. A near
unity single-particle QY inferred for the brightest samp
~A!, implies that the solution QY is still limited by the pres
ence of a fraction of dark particles, suggesting that furt
improvements can be achieved by modifying the synthes

We also tried to estimate the single-particle QY fro
saturation and lifetime measurements as was previously
ported for porous-silicon particles.18 The inset of Fig. 3
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shows the fluorescence decay of sample B in toluene solu
measured using 410 nm excitation from a 50 ps laser di
and a multi-channel-plate photomultiplier tube with tim
correlated single-photon counting. The decay is clearly n
exponential and was fit with the Williams–Watts stretch
exponential function.21 The fit yielded an average lifetime o
;25 ns. With this lifetime an upper limit for the measure
saturation emission rate of a single particle can be estim

FIG. 2. Ratio of bright/total particles~open squares!, and the average single
particle QY~filled circles! vs solution QY for the four samples.

FIG. 3. Emission count rate as a function of increasing excitation powe
a single particle from sample B. Excitation power, indicated in the top a
was increased in steps of 0.5mW every 10 s. Between each interval, th
excitation was blocked for 10 s to allow for the recovery of the parti
fluorescence~these intervals are not shown!. The inset shows the fluores
cence decay trace for sample B in solution along with the best fit to
stretched exponential function. A trace representing the excitation puls
presented.
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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as ;2 Mcps, taking into account the 0.045 detection e
ciency of our system. However, particles darken at consid
ably lower emission rates, as can be seen in Fig. 3, show
the emission count rate versus increasing excitation pow
Typically, particles did not exceed count rates of 300 kH
far from the expected saturation value. This result agr
with the observation that the probability for long on tim
decreased upon increasing the excitation intensity.16

In conclusion, only a fraction of the nanocrystals a
bright. Unlike in molecules, the measured QY of nanocr
tals varies between different particles. The samples w
higher solution QY not only have a higher percentage
bright particles, but also a larger single-particle QY, refle
ing improved intrinsic particle fluorescence properties.

This work was supported by the Israel Science Foun
tion ~Grant No. 99/00-12.5!.
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